Ordre des mots et structure de l'information : données arméniennes

Atelier animé par Anaïd Donabédian dans le cadre de l’axe DESTYP de SeDyL et de l’opération LC3 du Labex EFL

9h45-12h45: Stavros Skopeteas (Göttingen University) :

- About the corpus of narratives collected in Armenia
- A small-scale study on the prosody of focus and declaratives/questions in Eastern Armenian, with account of methodological issues concerning the prosodic data.
- Discussion

14h15-17h30: Round table: ongoing works in Armenian linguistics

- Katherine Hodgson: Information structure and Word Order in Armenian
- Tabita Toparlak: a preliminary study of intonational contours in relation with information structure in Eastern and Western Armenian
- Pollet Samvelian, Pegah Faghiri and Victoria Khurshudian: an experimental protocol to study the pre-verbal vs post-verbal objects in Eastern Armenian
- Anaïd Donabedian: exploring Word Order in Western Armenian, presentation of data collected using QUIS questionnaire, and methodological issues
- Victoria Khurshudyan and Anaïd Donabedian: cleft constructions and the mobility of auxiliary in Eastern Armenian

*Atelier ouvert dans la limite des places disponibles, contacter adonabedian@inalco.fr*